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The monument of “the hands of coexistence" is located in the [Homigot] 
or [Homi] point where the sun rises first in Korea.
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Tomorrow you will have a chance to experience
Tae-kwon-do and Sa-mul-no-ri.

Tae-kwon-do has independently developed as
an international sport over the years.

All of its activities are originated based on
defensive spirit against the enemies.

Sa-mul-no-ri basically refers to four
instruments (Kwaengwari, jing, janggu, and
buk) played by the musicians. 

Sa-mul-no-ri, which has its root in Buddhism
and farmers’ dance, has changed and evolved in
various forms as time passed by.

Participated in the 24 IChO (Pittsburgh, USA)
Finished PhD in Chemistry at Harvard
University
Plan to teach Chemistry at a college or
University in the future

Were there any memorable moments in the
IChO you attended?

The four members of the U.S. team were
interviewed on CNN, which drew significant
media interest in the event. I made friends with
two Taiwan students, who later became
classmates of graduate school at Harvard.  

Which parts of your current life do you think
were influenced by the event?

The Olympiad certainly reinforced my love of
Chemistry and made me even more determined
to study Chemistry in college. My experience
mentoring students for the Olympiad over the
years was quite rewarding and encouraged me
to pursue a career in teaching. 

Please feel free to leave comments for future
participants. 

Try to meet as many students from other
countries as you can, and make sure you get
contact information from them. You will likely
meet each other in your professional careers in the
future.  So try to make as many connections with
your fellow Olympians while you are at the event.

Hangeul comprises vowels and consonants. The table shows vowels in pink and consonants in blue. The letters in yellow are often used.

Hangeul

ㅏ ㅑ ㅓ ㅕ ㅗ ㅛ ㅜ ㅠ ㅡ ㅣ ㅐ ㅒ ㅔ ㅖ ㅘ ㅝ ㅞ ㅙ ㅚ ㅟ ㅢ
[a] [ya] [eo] [yeo] [o] [yo] [u] [yu] [eu] [i] [ae] [yae] [e] [ye] [wa] [wo] [we] [wae]      [oe]      [wi]       [ui]

ㅇ 아 야 어 여 오 요 우 유 으 이 애 얘 에 예 와 워 웨 왜 외 위 의
[-] [a] [ya] [eo] [yeo] [o] [yo] [u] [yu] [eu] [i] [ae] [yae] [e] [ye] [wa] [wo] [we] [wae] [oe]      [wi]      [ui]

ㄱ 가 갸 거 겨 고 교 구 규 그 기 개 걔 게 계 과 궈 궤 괘 괴 귀 긔
[g] [ga] [gya] [geo] [gyeo] [go] [gyo] [gu] [gyu] [geu] [gi] [gae] [gyae] [ge] [gye] [gwa] [gwo] [gwe] [gwae]    [goe]     [gwi]     [gui]

ㄲ 까 꺄 꺼 껴 꼬 꾜 꾸 뀨 끄 끼 깨 께 꼐 꽈 꿔 꿰 꽤 꾀 뀌
[kk] [kka] [kkya] [kkeo] [kkyeo] [kko] [kkyo] [kku] [kkyu] [kkeu] [kki] [kkae] [kkyae] [kke] [kkye] [kkwa] [kkwo] [kkwe] [kkwae] [kkoe] [kkwi]  [kkui]

ㅋ 카 캬 커 켜 코 쿄 쿠 큐 크 키 캐 케 켸 콰 쿼 퀘 쾌 쾨 퀴
[k] [ka] [kya] [keo] [kyeo] [ko] [kyo] [ku] [kyu] [keu] [ki] [kae] [kyae] [ke] [kye] [kwa] [kwo] [kwe] [kwae]     [koe]    [kwi]     [kui]

①나(I)       ②오이(cucumber)  

③여기(here)  ④가구(furniture)

⑤고기(meat)    ⑥코(nose)

⑦가위(scissors)   ⑧야구(baseball)

⑨귀(ear)       ⑩우유(milk)

❶ In restaurants, when you need to order or request for help, raise
your hand and say,
"여기요“ [yeo-gi-yo] Here.

❷ Guess what "쿠키[ku-ki]" is? It's the English word "cookie!" The
same word is used even in Korea. Food items are occasionally
pronounced the same way in Korean.

쿠 귀 까 내 여 가

우 요 오 야 구 위

유 왜 이 여 어 꾸

고 나 노 기 꼬 너

기 코 개 커 가 구

Word puzzle 1 Find the words hidden in the grid. Let's talk Korean!

Let's finish up Hangeul (the Korean Alphabet) in 10 days! 

Korean material provided by Korean Language Education Center, LEI, Seoul National University

th

Mr. Logan McCarty

Now and Then
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Students' residence

Accomodation for mentors and guests

Yeungnam University, the venue of IChO 2006
competition, is poised to become a leading
academic center in the new millenium.

Its 25,000 students are led by a renowned and
dedicated faculty and staff. 

Students and guides will stay in student
dormitory of Yeungnam University in the city
of Gyeongsan.

Accomodation for mentors and guests is the
Hotel Hyundai in Gyeongju city, located about
an hour's drive from Yeungnam University. 

Opening ceremony will be held in Gyeongsan
Citizen's Hall in Gyeongsan known as the city
of education. 

It boasts 13 Colleges and Universities.

김치~Kim-chi₩
Kim-chi represents Korea’s best-known food. Koreans have Kim-chi almost every meal, and
many Koreans say that they cannot live without having Kim-chi, not even for few days.
Although most people think of Kim-chi as a very hot and spicy food, actually there are more
than 140 different types of Kim-chi. Kim-chi contains abundant nutrients originating from its
ingredients and fermentation. Moreover, Kim-chi is becoming more and more popular
worldwide as its health-giving
properties come to be better
understood. It was covered in the
news that Kim-chi seems to give
Koreans immunity to various viral
infections caused by SARS (Severe
acute Respiratory Syndrome) and/or
Avian influenza (bird influenza).

Korean Culture and Science 



Today Tomorrow

Suite 907, KSTC Main Bldg.

Yeoksam-dong, Seoul 135-703

KOREA

Tel: (+82-2) 564-1657

Fax: (+82-2) 564-1681

E-mail: secretary@icho2006.or.kr

● Staff : Cheol Ho Choi, In-Ja Lee,

Kyunghee Lee,

Wonkyung Seok (ed. in chief).
● Reporter : Meeryoung Lee,

Eunjin Nam, Geun Seok

● Layout : Youngshin Kim
● Print : Haedeun d&p Co., Ltd.
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and Engineering Foundation

● The Korean Chemical Society
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Sun, July 2

Date Student Mentor Guest

Mon, July 3

Tue, July 4

Wed, July 5

Thu, July 6

Fri, July 7

Sat, July 8

Sun, July 9

Mon, July 10

Tue, July 11

Arrival and Registration

Opening Ceremony and Welcome Reception 

Laboratory Inspection

Distribution of Practical Test

Inspection of Translation Room

Visit to Hahoe Folk Village of
Andong

Translation of Practical Test

Distribution of Theoretical Test 

Consultation with Authors 

Visit to Hahoe Folk Village of
Andong

Grand Seoul Tour by KTX

Visit to Ulsan Industrial Complex

Practical Test

Excursion to the Amusement Park

Visit to Ulsan Industrial Complex Translation of Theoretical Test

Excursion to Gyeongju
(Bulguk Temple, Seokgulam Grotto, National Museum,

Korean Pottery Making)

Gala Night

Distribution of Copies of Tests

Busan City Tour

Theoretical Test

Hands-on Practice of Rice-Cake
Mallet and Tea Ceremony at

Gyeongju 

Excursion to the Water Park

Excursion to Gyeongju

(Bulguk Temple, Seokgulam
Grotto, National Museum, Korean

Pottery Making)

Visit to POSCO

Closing Ceremony and Farewell Reception 

Departure

Arbitration in Groups 

Distribution of Final Results

4th Jury Meeting  

Free Activity

Busan City Tour

Daegu City Tour

3rd Jury Meeting  

1st Jury Meeting 

2nd Jury Meeting  

Hand-on Practice of Rice-Cake
Mallet and Tea Ceremony at

Gyeongju

Hands-on Practice of Tae-kwon-do
and Sa-mul-no-ri

28/22 ℃ (82/71 F) 28/22 ℃ (82/71 F)

Weather

Emergency

Police 112                    Fire 119

● 38th IChO Office 02-564-1657
● Student Support

Room 103 (Dormitory Building H)
● Mentor and Guest Support

Mahogany Room (Gyeongju Hyundai Hotel)

Supporting Organizations

● Ministry of Science and Technology
● Ministry of Education & Human Resources

Development
● Korea Chemical Industry Council
● Korean Union of Chemical Science and

Technology Societies
● Gyeongsanbuk-do
● Gyeongsan City
● Yeungnam University

Paramagnetism

According to the molecular orbital theory, oxygen has

2 unpaired electrons which make it paramagnetic. 

Liquid oxygen becomes weakly magnetized by the two

poles of a magnet. 

The induced magnetic field is parallel and proportional

to the intensity of the magnetizing field.

Rainy
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Hangeul comprises vowels and consonants. The table shows vowels in pink and consonants in blue. The letters in yellow are often used.

Hangeul

ㅏ ㅑ ㅓ ㅕ ㅗ ㅛ ㅜ ㅠ ㅡ ㅣ ㅐ ㅒ ㅔ ㅖ ㅘ ㅝ ㅞ ㅙ ㅚ ㅟ ㅢ
[a] [ya] [eo] [yeo] [o] [yo] [u] [yu] [eu] [i] [ae] [yae] [e] [ye] [wa] [wo] [we] [wae]      [oe]      [wi]       [ui]

ㄴ 나 냐 너 녀 노 뇨 누 뉴 느 니 내 네 녜 놔 눠 눼 뇌 뉘 늬
[n] [na] [nya] [neo] [nyeo] [no] [nyo] [nu] [nyu] [neu] [ni] [nae] [nyae] [ne] [nye] [nwa] [nwo] [nwe] [nwae] [noe]    [nwi]     [nui]

ㄷ 다 댜 더 뎌 도 됴 두 듀 드 디 대 데 뎨 돠 둬 뒈 돼 되 뒤 듸
[d] [da] [dya] [deo] [dyeo] [do] [dyo] [du] [dyu] [deu] [di] [dae] [dyae] [de] [dye] [dwa] [dwo] [dwe] [dwae] [doe]     [dwi]     [dui]

ㄸ 따 떠 뗘 또 뚜 뜨 띠 때 떼 똬 뛔 뙈 뙤 뛰 띄
[tt] [tta] [ttya] [tteo] [ttyeo] [tto] [ttyo] [ttu] [ttyu] [tteu] [tti] [ttae] [ttyae] [tte] [ttye] [ttwa] [ttwo] [ttwe] [ttwae]   [ttoe]    [ttwi]   [ttui]

ㅌ 타 탸 터 텨 토 툐 투 튜 트 티 태 테 톄 톼 퉈 퉤 퇘 퇴 튀 틔
[t] [ta] [tya] [teo] [tyeo] [to] [tyo] [tu] [tyu] [teu] [ti] [tae] [tyae] [te] [tye] [twa] [two] [twe] [twae] [toe]      [twi]   [tui]

❶ 'Yes' is "네"[ne], 
'No' is "아니요"[a-ni-yo]. 

❷ When you don't know where you are, ask
"여기가어디예요?" [yeo-gi-ga eo-di-ye-yo]

❸ When the water is too hot, say
"너무뜨거워요." [neo-mu tteu-geo-wo-yo]

①어디(where) ②또(again) 

③구두(shoes) ④뒤(back)

⑤토끼(rabbit) ⑥네(yes)

⑦도구(tool) ⑧뇌(brain)

⑨아니요(no) ⑩기타(guitar)

⑪드디어(at last) ⑫도끼(ax)

Word puzzle 2 Connect the dots from 1 to 12 and a
picture will appear!

쿠 귀 까 내 여 가

우 요 오 야 구 위

유 왜 이 여 어 꾸

고 나 노 기 꼬 너

기 코 개 커 가 구

도구 뒤
더 도끼 아니요

네
다도 어디 오뚜기

뇌 또
드디어

구두
기타 토끼 여우

Let's talk Korean!

Let's finish up Hangeul (the Korean Alphabet) in 10 days! 

Korean material provided by Korean Language Education Center, LEI, Seoul National University.

● ●

● ● ●

●

● ● ●

● ●

●

●

● ● ●

Answer of word
puzzle 1
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직지심경~Jik-ji-sim-kyeong₩
The book ‘Jik-ji’ was printed in two volumes: the first volume is yet to be found and the second
volume is being kept in the National Library of France. Out of all of Goryeo’s movable metal-print
books, ‘Jik-ji’ is the only one in existence. Furthermore, it is the oldest cultural heritage in the
world. The importance and value of ‘Jik-ji’ are enormous
because it provides the proof that our nation was the
world’s first in creating and developing movable metal-
print books. ‘Jik-ji’ was added to UNESCO World
Heritage List along with ‘Seung-jeong-won-il-gi’ on
September 2001.

Korean Culture and Science 

Today's Schedule

Students and Guides

09:30 Departure for the Opening 
Ceremony

10:00-11:30 Opening Ceremony 
(Gyeongsan Citizen’s Hall)

12:00-13:00 Welcome Reception (Yeungnam
University)

13:00 Departure for the Dormitory

13:40 Departure for Hands-on 
Practice of Tae- kwon-do and Sa-
mul-no-ri

14:00-16:30 Hands-on Practice of Tae- kwon-
do and Sa-mul-no-ri (Yeungnam
Univ.) 

16:30-18:30 Free Activity

Guests

08:00 Departure for the Opening
Ceremony

10:00-11:30 Opening Ceremony
(Gyeongsan Citizen’s Hall)

12:00-13:30 Welcome Reception
(Yeungnam University)

13:30 Departure for Hands-on
Practice of Rice-Cake Mallet
and Tea Ceremony

15:00-17:00 Hands-on Practice of Rice-
Cake Mallet and Tea
Ceremony (Gyeongju)

Mentors and Scientific Observers

08:00 Departure for the Opening
Ceremony

10:00-11:30 Opening Ceremony (Gyeongsan
Citizen’s Hall)

12:00-13:30 Welcome Reception (Yeungnam
University)

14:00-15:00 Laboratory Inspection (Yeungnam
University)

15:00 Distribution of Practical Test and
Departure for Gyeongju Hotel
Hyundai

16:30-17:30 Inspection of Translation Room
(Gyeongju Hotel Hyundai)

19:30-23:00 1st Jury Meeting (Gyeongju Hotel
Hyundai) 

SSaayy  HHeelllloo  ttoo  YYoouurr  FFeellllooww
OOllyymmppiiaannss  iinn  YYoouurr  OOwwnn
LLaanngguuaaggee!!

“N  H o”

“Salem!”

“Moi!”

“¡¡Hola!” 

“Hallo!”

Team of Singapore 

Team of Kazakhstan

Team of Finland

Team of Spain

Team of Netherlands



Today

Tomorrow
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℃ (          F)

Weather

Emergency

Police 112             Fire 119

● 38th IChO Office 02-564-1657
● Student Support

Room 103 (Dormitory Building H)
● Mentor and Guest Support

Mahogany Room (Gyeongju Hotel Hyundai)

Freezing Point
Depression
On a cold snowy winter evening, 
water inside a crock will freeze
overnight.
Soy sauce inside, however, will not.

IChO 2006 Organizing Committee

The Polish team consists of 4 students :
J drek, Krzysiek, Micha  , and Piotrek. 

What motivated you to participate in the IChO
2006?

We decided to participate in the IChO 2006 as it
offers the opportunity to make friends with
other fellow students who are interested in
Chemistry from all over the world. Moreover,
the tests taken in the IChO have always been
quite challenging.  We believe it will provide us
a chance to check where we are at in the studies
of Chemistry.

What made you interested in Chemistry? 

Chemistry interests all of us because it is one of
the fastest developing branches of Science.
Besides, chemical inventions have always
improved the quality of human lives.

What was your knowledge of Korea?

When it comes to our knowledge of Korea, it is
rather shallow and superficial. We only know

few facts.  For example, we know that Korean
economy is developing rapidly and that is why
Korea belongs to the so-called ‘East Asian
Tigers.’ Surely, the Korean culture is different
from the Polish one and we are looking forward
to get acquainted with it. 

Cloudy after
sunny

Team Report : Poland

Suite 907, KSTC Main Bldg.
Yeoksam-dong, Seoul 135-703 KOREA.

Tel : (+82-2) 564-1657
Fax: (+82-2) 564-1681
E-mail: secretary@icho2006.or.kr

Press Room

● Staff : Cheol Ho Choi, In-Ja Lee,
Kyunghee Lee,
Wonkyung Seok (ed. in chief).

● Reporter : Meeryoung Lee,
Eunjin Nahm, Geun Seok.

● Layout : Youngshin Kim

● Print : Haedeun d&p Co., Ltd.
William ernesto
Miranda
of Cuba (July 2nd)

Participated in the 25  IChO (Perugia, Italy)
Now a researcher in a center on polymer sci-
ence in Alessandria, Italy
Seek for an academic career as a Chemistry
professor.

Were there any memorable moments in the
IChO you attended?

One bad memory is that I broke the glass funnel
just before the start. A good memory in meeting
with the Pope Giovanni Paolo II is cherished. 

Which parts of your current life do you think
were influenced by the event?

Practically everything is valuable because I had
the opportunity to compare myself with other
people and discover that I was really good in
Chemistry. 

Please feel free to leave comments for future
participants. 

The possibility to know people of other nations
to exchange ideas and experience are more
important than the competition itself. So do not
consider other students as opponents but as
opportunities. Try to meet as many people as
possible.

Sergio Bocchini, PhD

th

Now and Then

Rafael de cesaris
Araujo Tavares

of Brazil (July 1st)

30
21

86
70

℃ (          F)27
22

81
72
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Visit to Folk Village

민속마을 방문

Min-sog-ma-eul Bang-mun
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Hangeul comprises vowels and consonants. The table shows vowels in pink and consonants in blue. The letters in yellow are often used.

Hangeul

ㅏ ㅑ ㅓ ㅕ ㅗ ㅛ ㅜ ㅠ ㅡ ㅣ ㅐ ㅒ ㅔ ㅖ ㅘ ㅝ ㅞ ㅙ ㅚ ㅟ ㅢ
[a] [ya] [eo] [yeo] [o] [yo] [u] [yu] [eu] [i] [ae] [yae] [e] [ye] [wa] [wo] [we] [wae]      [oe]      [wi]       [ui]

ㄹ 라 랴 러 려 로 료 루 류 르 리 래 레 례 롸 뤄 뤠 뢰 뤼
[ㄹ] [ra] [rya] [reo] [ryeo] [ro] [ryo] [ru] [ryu] [reu] [ri] [rae] [ryae] [re] [rye] [rwa] [rwo] [rwe] [rwae] [roe]      [rwi]     [rui]

ㅁ 마 먀 머 며 모 묘 무 뮤 므 미 매 메 몌 뫄 뭐 뭬 뫼 뮈
[m] [ma] [mya] [meo] [myeo] [mo] [ryo] [mu] [myu] [meu] [mi] [mae] [myae] [me] [mye] [mwa] [mwo] [mwe] [mwae] [moe]     [mwi]    [mui]

ㅂ 바 뱌 버 벼 보 뵤 부 뷰 브 비 배 베 볘 봐 붜 붸 봬 뵈 뷔
[b] [ba] [bya] [beo] [byeo] [bo] [byo] [bu] [byu] [beu] [bi] [bae] [byae] [be] [bye] [bwa] [bwo] [bwe] [bwae] [boe]     [bwi]     [bui]

ㅃ 빠 뺘 뻐 뼈 뽀 뾰 뿌 쀼 쁘 삐 빼 뻬 뾔
[pp] [ppa] [ppya] [ppeo] [ppyeo] [ppo] [ppyo] [ppu] [ppyu] [ppeu] [ppi] [ppae] [ppyae] [ppe] [ppye] [ppwa] [ppwo] [ppwe] [ppwae] [ppoe]   [ppwi]   [ppui]

①다리미(iron) ②나라(country) 

③모래(sand) ④라디오(radio)

⑤바빠요(busy) ⑥도로(road)

⑦뼈(bone) ⑧미래(future)

⑨무료(free) ⑩비누(soap)

❶ What's the weather like?
-"비가와요." [bi-ga wa-yo]
It's raining.

❷ Are you busy?
-"네, 바빠요."[ne, ba-ppa-yo]
Yes, I'm busy.

어 디 삐 우 도 모

무 료 다 리 미 래

비 도 로 나 어 뒤

누 또 토 라 디 오

바 빠 요 리 교 뼈

Word puzzle 3 Find the words hidden in the grid. Let's talk Korean!

Let's finish up Hangeul (the Korean Alphabet) in 10 days! 

Korean material provided by Korean Language Education Center, LEI, Seoul National University

Answer of word
puzzle 2
도구 뒤

더 도끼 아니요
네

다도 어디 오뚜기
뇌 또

드디어
구두

기타 토끼 여우

● ●

● ● ●

●

● ● ●

● ●

●

●

● ● ●

Photo 
gallery
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탈춤~Tal-chum₩
The masked dance drama that was popular during the Joseon dynasty (1392-1910) undoubtedly
represents the pinnacle of Korean vernacular culture. As its Korean name implies, Tal-chum is a
form of play or dance (춤, Chum) performed while wearing masks
(탈, Tal). It is also a way of releasing pent-up frustrations while
concealing one's identity behind a mask. By dressing up as a
nobleman or shaman, a wife or concubine, or a servant,
commoners found joy in the tense situations of real life. As a result,
there was no need for professional actors like those of China or
Japan. Tal-chum is also quite different from the masked plays of
the other countries by defining the stage in an unique way. They are
open-air events in which performers and spectators mingle freely
together.

Korean Culture and Science 

Today's Schedule

Students and Guides

08:30 Departure for the Hahoe Folk

Village of Andong

10:00-15:00 Visit to the Hahoe Folk Village and

Byeong-san-seo-won at  Andong

Mentors and Scientific Observers

08:00-18:00 Translation of Practical Test

12:30-16:00 Visit to Ulsan Industrial Complex

(Optional)

18:00 Distribution of Theoretical Test 

(Gyeongju Hotel Hyundai)

Guests

08:00 Departure for the Ulsan
Industrial Complex

08:00-18:00 Visit to Ulsan Industrial
Complex (SK Coorporation,
Hyundai Heavy Industries, and
Hyundai Motor Company)

DO YOU HAVE A MARTIAL ART
LIKE TAE-KWON-DO IN YOUR
COUNTRY?

“Kung-fu is similar but Tae-kwon-do is more practical.”
Team of China 

“There aren’t any of our own but Tae-kwon-do was very
powerful and exciting, especially the flying moves.”
Team of Croatia 

“Allaripattu, originated from southern India, uses swords.”
Team of India 

“We don’t have our own martial art but we learned Tae-
kwon-do before.” Team of Sweden 

“Although not our own, we learn Asian martial arts back
home.” Team of Latvia 
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The New Zealand's team consists of 4
students of Joshua Baker attending Newlands
College in Wellington, Richard Vanghan
Stebbing attending Northcote College in
Auckland, Kuan Lun Huang, and James
Chanki Park.

What motivated you to participate in the IChO 2006?

There would have been a mere chocolate fish for
the winners if it existed. However, we found
supplementary motivations such as trip to Korea,
meeting of other students, and learning advanced
Chemistry.

What made you interested in Chemistry? 

We know it's a cliche, but it's extraordinarily
interesting to learn how the world works, since,
as no matter what anyone says, the world is
made of Chemistry. We are fascinated by how
the body is affected by chemicals, and we also
like how the theories of Chemistry are always
being improved and how Chemistry is used to
find new ways to battle diseases and improve
our lives.

What was your knowledge of Korea?

Korea is a small country hanging off of the East
side of Asia.  We knew that the Korean diet
includes a lot of Kim-chi, which is a type of
preserved cabbage with spices that apparently
prevents cancer. 

Team Report : New Zealand

The Taiwanese team consists of Chung-Yang
Huang from Kaohsiung Senior High School,
Cheng-Yi Kao, senior at the Municipal
Kaohsiung Senior High School, Ying-Hsuan
Lin senior at National Experimental High
School, Tsung-Che Wu, graduating senior
who will attend medical school after this
summer. 

What motivated you to participate in the IChO 2006?

Interest in Chemistry definitely brought us all to
participate in the IChO 2006. Moreover, meeting
friends from all around the world who share
common interest in studying Chemistry and can
help us challenge our limits in academic abilities
in Chemistry triggered us to come to Korea.

What made you interested in Chemistry? 

Chemistry offers a great example of combination
of theory and reality. It is not too idealistic,
abstract, or complicated as some other subjects.
But it is most useful, systematic, and closely
related to what we see, what we feel, and what
we are.  

What was your knowledge of Korea?

Korea is a peninsula located in the far East.
Koreans are famous for their diligence and hard
work. When we think of Korea, 2002 World
Cup, Kim-chi, companies such as LG and
Samsung, and well made soap operas and TV
series come to our minds.

Team Report : Chinese Taipei

Participated in each IChO since the 28
(Moscow, Russia) 
Now a professor of Chemistry at Moscow State
University and mentor of Russian team
Will be the co-chairman of Science Committee at
the 39th IChO (Moscow, Russia)

Any memorable moments in the IChO you
attended?

I often remember the day I spent at a farm near
Melbourne. All the nature around was so
different from what I had seen before. And I will
never forget flying kangaroos. 

Which parts of your current life do you think
were influenced by the event?

After the 28th IChO in Moscow, I liked the event
so much that now I am deeply involved in
Olympiad movement: I take part in All-Russian,
Mendeleev and International Chemistry
Olympiads. Moreover, I apply the Olympiad
ideology of fair competition, creativity and fun to
the lectures and classes I teach.

Leave comments for future participants. 

I would like to remind all student of the fact that
it is only the start of their adult life. Despite the
results at this Olympiad, do everything to be at
higher level in future University studies and
scientific research. Also good luck to the
Organizers of the 38th IChO!

Professor Alexander Gladilin

Now and Then

th

Today

Tomorrow

℃ (          F)

Weather

Emergency

Police 112             Fire 119

● 38th IChO Office 02-564-1657
● Student Support

Room 103 (Dormitory Building H)
● Mentor and Guest Support

Mahogany Room (Gyeongju Hotel Hyundai)

IChO 2006 Organizing Committee

rainy

Suite 907, KSTC Main Bldg.
Yeoksam-dong, Seoul 135-703 KOREA.

Tel : (+82-2) 564-1657
Fax: (+82-2) 564-1681
E-mail: secretary@icho2006.or.kr

Press Room

● Staff : Cheol Ho Choi, In-Ja Lee,
Kyunghee Lee,
Wonkyung Seok (ed. in chief).

● Reporter : Meeryoung Lee,
Eunjin Nahm, Geun Seok.

● Layout : Youngshin Kim

● Print : Haedeun d&p Co., Ltd.
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Hangeul comprises vowels and consonants. The table shows vowels in pink and consonants in blue. The letters in yellow are often used.

Hangeul

ㅏ ㅑ ㅓ ㅕ ㅗ ㅛ ㅜ ㅠ ㅡ ㅣ ㅐ ㅒ ㅔ ㅖ ㅘ ㅝ ㅞ ㅙ ㅚ ㅟ ㅢ
[a] [ya] [eo] [yeo] [o] [yo] [u] [yu] [eu] [i] [ae] [yae] [e] [ye] [wa] [wo] [we] [wae]      [oe]      [wi]       [ui]

ㅍ 파 퍄 퍼 펴 포 표 푸 퓨 프 피 패 페 폐 퐈 풔 푀 퓌
[p] [pa] [pya] [peo] [pyeo] [po] [pyo] [pu] [pyu] [peu] [pi] [pae] [pyae] [pe] [pye] [pwa] [pwo] [pwe] [pwae] [poe]    [pwi]     [pui]

ㅅ 사 샤 서 셔 소 쇼 수 슈 스 시 새 섀 세 셰 솨 숴 쉐 쇄 쇠 쉬
[s] [sa] [sya] [seo] [syeo] [so] [syo] [su] [syu] [seu] [si] [sae] [syae] [se] [sye] [swa] [swo] [swe] [swae] [soe]     [swi]      [sui]

ㅆ 싸 써 쏘 쑈 쑤 쓰 씨 쌔 쎄 쏴 쒀 쒜 쐐 쐬 쒸 씌
[ss] [ssa] [ssya] [sseo] [ssyeo] [sso] [ssyo] [ssu] [ssyu] [sseu] [ssi] [ssae] [ssyae] [sse] [ssye] [sswa] [sswo] [sswe] [sswae] [ssoe]    [sswi]   [ssui]

ㅈ 자 쟈 저 져 조 죠 주 쥬 즈 지 재 쟤 제 졔 좌 줘 줴 좨 죄 쥐
[j] [ja] [jya] [jeo] [jyeo] [jo] [jyo] [ju] [jyu] [jeu] [ji] [jae] [jyae] [je] [jye] [jwa] [jwo] [jwe] [jwae] [joe]     [jwi]     [jui]

①사과(apple) ②바지(pants)  

③모자(hat) ④표(ticket)

⑤이거(this one) ⑥저거(that one)

⑦싸요(cheap) ⑧커피(coffee)

⑨버스(bus) ⑩포도(grape)

❶ In a hospital or a pharmacy,
-"어디가아프세요?" [eo-di-ga a-peu-se-yo]
Where does it hurt?
-"머리가아파요."[meo-ri-ga a-pa-yo]
I have a headache.

❷ How will we get there?
-"버스타요" [bus ta-yo]
Let's take the bus.

주스 표 사요

커피 포도

저거 싸요 바지

모자 이거

소주 버스 사과

Word puzzle 4

Let's finish up Hangeul (the Korean Alphabet) in 10 days! 

Korean material provided by Korean Language Education Center, LEI, Seoul National University

어 디 삐 우 도 모

무 료 다 리 미 래

비 도 로 나 어 뒤

누 또 토 라 디 오

바 빠 요 리 교 뼈

Connect the words from 1 to 10 and
a picture will appear! Let's talk Korean! Answer of word

puzzle 3

Photo
gallery
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측우기~Cheuk-woo-ki, Korean rain gauge / pluviometer₩
On August of 1441 (in the 23rd year of the reign of King Sejong), a
system of watermark was newly established. On the basis of this, rain
gauge “Cheuk-woo-ki” was developed and built in Seoul, and in all other
states’ counties and prefectures. The first of such device in the world, the
Korean “Cheuck-woo-ki” is 200 years ahead of the first pluviometer to
be used in Europe. Invented in 1837, “Keum-young-cheuk-woo-ki” is
kept inside the Korean Meteorological Administration as the 561st

National Treasure.

Korean Culture and Science 

Today's Schedule

Guests

08:00-18:10 Grand Seoul Tour by KTX

(Leeuim Museum of Art,

Chang-deok-gung Palace and

In-sa dong)

Students and Guides

07:50 Departure for the Practical Test

09:00-14:00 Practical Test

16:00-19:30 Excursion to Amusement Park

(Woobang Tower Land in Daegu)

Mentors and Scientific Observers

09:00-12:00 Consultation with Authors

14:00-18:00 2nd Jury Meeting

IIff  yyoouu  ccaann  ttaakkee  oonnee  tthhiinngg  bbaacckk
ffrroomm  AAnnddoonngg,,  wwhhaatt  wwoouulldd  iitt  bbee??

“The Korean swing that we have to stand on instead of
sitting.” Team of Malaysia

“The Neol-ttwi-gi (seesaw) which was fun and enjoyable.”
Team of Argentina 

“The Korean traditional masks to show our friends back
home.” Team of Azerbaijan

“Spicy Korean food like Kim-chi and pepper paste to let our
friends to taste.” Team of Ireland

“The small souvenir masks which are signs of Korean
culture.” Team of Egypt
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The Turkish team consists of 4 students of
Ahmet Selim Han and Hande Boyaci from
zmir Yamanlar High School, Yunus Emre
ent rk from Ankara Samanyolu High

School, and lhan Hekimsoy from  zmir
Science High School.

What motivated you to participate in the
IChO 2006?

The largest motivation for us to participate in
the IChO 2006 was others around us. Especially
those who have participated in it before strongly
recommended us to take part in it as they
learned a lot from it.

What made you interested in Chemistry? 

Big portion of Chemistry is still being studied as
there are many parts that are undiscovered and
unanswered. Studying the still mysterious
Chemistry gives us pleasure.

What was your knowledge of Korea?

We know of Korea as the brother country of
Turkey. Turkey has helped Korea during the
Korean War and since then, the two countries
have kept good relationship. We also know that
the 2002 World Cup was held in Korea.

Team Report : Turkey

Neutralization Reaction

The smell of a fish is due to the weak basic chemical substances

called amine. Weak citric acid in lemon undergoes

neutralization with the amine, forming salt, and removes the

smell.

Participated in the 29   (Montreal, Canada)
and the 30  IChO (Melbourne, Australia)
Now a graduate student at Seoul National
University (Seoul, Korea) 
Currently researching for solutions to biological
problems, like a protein folding problem, using
the method of computational chemistry
Plan to study abroad for PhD degree

Any memorable moments in the IChO you
attended?

I still can't forget the fantastic dinner on the
cruise in Montreal. OK, the impression might be
somewhat overestimated because it was just
after the theoretical exam. 

Which parts of your current life do you think
were influenced by the event?

Well, personally I regard the participations of
IChO as the first step of my academic career.
After the event, I've become better aware of the
area that can be pursued as a chemist, and far
more interested in Chemistry ever than before.

Leave comments for future participants. 

Have great days here in Korea, and good luck to
your result. However, what is more important
than a gold medal is this: friendship with other
competitors. So, keep in touch with your new
friends even after the event!

Mr. Sangwoo Shim

Now and Then

th

th

Today

Tomorrow

℃ (          F)

Weather

Emergency

Police 112             Fire 119

● 38th IChO Office 02-564-1657
● Student Support

Room 103 (Dormitory Building H)
● Mentor and Guest Support

Mahogany Room (Gyeongju Hotel Hyundai)

IChO 2006 Organizing Committee

Cloudy after
rainy

Suite 907, KSTC Main Bldg.
Yeoksam-dong, Seoul 135-703 KOREA.

Tel : (+82-2) 564-1657
Fax: (+82-2) 564-1681
E-mail: secretary@icho2006.or.kr

Press Room

● Staff : Cheol Ho Choi, In-Ja Lee,
Kyunghee Lee,
Wonkyung Seok (ed. in chief).

● Reporter : Meeryoung Lee,
Eunjin Nahm, Geun Seok.

● Layout : Youngshin Kim

● Print : Haedeun d&p Co., Ltd.
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68

Jose Antonio
Rivera-Mayorga
of Mexico (July 5th)

Chris Philip Cheel
of United Kingdom

(July 5th)
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Hangeul comprises vowels and consonants. The table shows vowels in pink and consonants in blue. The letters in yellow are often used.

Hangeul

ㅏ ㅑ ㅓ ㅕ ㅗ ㅛ ㅜ ㅠ ㅡ ㅣ ㅐ ㅒ ㅔ ㅖ ㅘ ㅝ ㅞ ㅙ ㅚ ㅟ ㅢ
[a] [ya] [eo] [yeo] [o] [yo] [u] [yu] [eu] [i] [ae] [yae] [e] [ye] [wa] [wo] [we] [wae]      [oe]      [wi]       [ui]

ㅉ 짜 쨔 쩌 쪄 쪼 쭈 쮸 쯔 찌 째 쩨 쫘 쭤 쫴 쬐 쮜
[jj] [jja] [jjya] [jjeo] [jjyeo] [jjo] [jjyo] [jju] [jjyu] [jjeu] [jji] [jjae] [jjyae] [jje] [jjye] [jjwa] [jjwo] [jjwe] [jjwae] [jjoe]     [jjwi]   [jjui]

ㅊ 차 챠 처 쳐 초 쵸 추 츄 츠 치 채 체 쳬 촤 춰 췌 최 취
[ch] [cha] [chya] [cheo] [chyeo] [cho] [chyo] [chu] [chyu] [cheu] [chi] [chae] [chyae] [che] [chye] [chwa] [chwo] [chwe] [chwae]   [choe]  [chywi]   [chui]

ㅎ 하 햐 허 혀 호 효 후 휴 흐 히 해 헤 혜 화 훠 훼 홰 회 휘 희
[h] [ha] [hya] [heo] [hyeo] [ho] [hyo] [hu] [hyu] [heu] [hi] [hae] [hyae] [he] [hye] [hwa] [hwo] [hwe] [hwae] [hoe]    [hwi]    [hui]

Word puzzle 5. Choose the word that
matches the image.

Let's finish up Hangeul (the Korean Alphabet) in 10 days! 

Korean material provided by Korean Language Education Center, LEI, Seoul National University

주스 표 사요
커피 포도

저거 싸요 바지
모자 이거

소주 버스 사과

Let's talk Korean!

1. ①나라 ②나무 2. ①모자 ②차

3. ①우유 ②오이 4. ①도끼 ②토끼

5. ①사과 ②포도 6. ①가위 ②고기

❶ Expressions for tastes

"매워요." [mae-wo-yo]  It's spicy.
"짜요." [jja-yo]  It's too salty.

❷ Expressions for weather

"더워요." [deo-wo-yo]  It's hot.
"추워요." [chu-wo-yo]  It's cold.

Photo 
gallery

Answer of word
puzzle 4
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장승~Jang-seung₩
Jang-seung is a wooden guardian deity of the town. Jang-seung is originated from Shamanism
and has history of over 200 years. The name Jang-
seung was given after “Jang-saeng-bul-sa”, a
Confucian phrase which means long life. Normally
a pair, male general of the land (Cheon-ha-dae-
jang-goon) and female general of the underground
(Ji-ha-dae-jang-goon), are standing next to each
other at the entrance of the town in order to defend
the town against the disease and the misfortune.

Korean Culture and Science 

Today's Schedule

WWhhaatt  wwaass  ssppeecciiaall  aabboouutt  tthhee
pprraaccttiiccaall  tteesstt??

“This was our first time so we really didn’t expect
anything.” Team of Saudi Arabia

“Using a laptop was a new experience for us and there were
also more lab rooms than we expected.”
Team of USA

“We didn’t expect the computer and the spectrometer. But
overall, it was interesting and entertaining.”
Team of Germany

“We’ve never seen the instrument like the one we saw today
but we loved it.” Team of Mexico

“It was our first time using spectrophotometer.”
Team of Armenia

“We had a very expensive laptop, goggles, gown, but no
gloves. So our hands became yellow.”
Team of Israel

Students and Guides

08:30-16:00 Tour of Ulsan Industrial Complex
(SK Coorporation, Daewangam
Park and Hyundai Motor
Company)

Mentors and Scientific Observers

08:00-18:00 Translation of Theoretical Test

13:30-18:00 Excursion to Gyeongju 
(Optional)

Guests

8:30-15:30 Tour of Hahoe Folk Village and
Byeong-san-seo-won at  Andong
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Participated in the 31  IChO (Bangkok,
Thailand)
Just finished MS of Computer Science from
the University of Tokyo

Plan to apply for a job at a computer company

Were there any memorable moments in the
IChO you attended?

Of course, the award is the most attractive
moments that I will remember for the rest of my
life. The other is the tour around Bangkok. 

Which parts of your current life do you think
were influenced by the event?

Through the experience in IChO, I learned the
importance of teamwork in research.

Please feel free to leave comments for future
participants.  

I would like to recommend the activities which
let the participants join together. 

Mr. Palarp Prapatsaranon

Now and Then

th

The Canadian team consists of Peter Lu,
Kent Huynh, Charlie Wang and Dmitry
Pichugin from the Greater Toronto Area, in
Ontario Province.

What motivated you to participate in the IChO 2006?

Among the four members of Canadian team, two
students already have participated in IChO
before and based on the experience from the
past, they have come back to participate in the
IChO 2006. With the support of friends and
teachers, the other two students also tried and
got the chance to participate in IChO 2006.

What made you interested in Chemistry? 

The fundamental question of nature such as
‘where the plastic for that radio comes from?’
triggered the Canadian team member Charlie
Wang to study Chemistry in depth. Charlie
thinks that Chemistry is the gateway to things
that are not possible yet. Chemistry allows new
materials such as new chemicals to be produced
that advance our lives.

What was your knowledge of Korea?

In Canada, especially near Toronto, there are
many chances to get familiar with Korean
culture; Korean friends and Korea-town provide
us with different aspects of Korean culture. 

Team Report : Canada Team Report : Switzerland

The Swiss team consists of Yves Aeschi,
Frederic Cottier, Sebastian Keller and Lucia
Meier. They are from all parts of Switzerland
and have two years until entering University.  

What motivated you to participate in the IChO 2006?

Participating in the IChO 2006 seemed like a
different approach of learning Chemistry by
comparing our skills with other brilliant
students. Also the possibilities of learning
lessons non-academically in ways such as
meeting friends of different nationalities and
visiting different country brought us to the IChO
2006.

What made you interested in Chemistry? 

Many times, our interest in Chemistry began
outside of Chemistry.  Interest in electronics and
common effects triggered our interest in
Chemistry. But further down the road, the ability
of Chemistry, being able to describe the world
with the smallest particles, made us interested in
Chemistry. 

What was your knowledge of Korea?

Some of us have special connections to Korea
such as through having a Korean god mother,
but most of us only knew few things about
Korea. Korea is known for their electronics and
traditional food. We are very excited to learn
more about Korea throughout the period of
IChO 2006.

Today

Tomorrow

℃ (          F)

Weather

Emergency

Police 112             Fire 119

● 38th IChO Office 02-564-1657
● Student Support

Room 103 (Dormitory Building H)
● Mentor and Guest Support

Mahogany Room (Gyeongju Hotel Hyundai)

IChO 2006 Organizing Committee

cloudy

Suite 907, KSTC Main Bldg.
Yeoksam-dong, Seoul 135-703 KOREA.

Tel : (+82-2) 564-1657
Fax: (+82-2) 564-1681
E-mail: secretary@icho2006.or.kr

Press Room

● Staff : Cheol Ho Choi, In-Ja Lee,
Kyunghee Lee,
Wonkyung Seok (ed. in chief).

● Reporter : Meeryoung Lee,
Eunjin Nahm, Geun Seok.

● Layout : Youngshin Kim

● Print : Haedeun d&p Co., Ltd.

28
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68
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ㄱ ㄲ
ㄴ

ㄹ
ㅁ

ㅇ
ㅂ ㅍ

ㅋ

ㄷ ㅅ ㅆ ㅈ ㅊ ㅌ ㅎ

ㄱ [k]
ㄴ [n]
ㄷ [t]

*ㄹ [l]
ㅁ [m]
ㅂ [p]

* o [ng]

Answer of word
puzzle 5

Up to the last chapter, we have learned the phonetic values of
vowels (V) and consonants (C).

Hangeul

Let's learn directions!

아래 "bottom"

(왼쪽)옆
"(left) side"

뒤 "back"

앞 "front" 

(오른쪽)옆
"(right) side" 

1. 박 gourd   2. 밖 outside 3. 곳 place  

4. 곧 soon  5. 꽃 flower  6. 감 persimmons 

7. 방 room 8. 물 water 9. 밥 rice 

10. 앞 front 11. 사진 photo 12. 김치 Kim-chi

13. 물건 item 14. 지하철 subway 15.화장실 bathroom

16. 쇼핑센터 mall 17. 운동화 sneakers 18. 가방 backpack

19. 전화 phone 20. 한국 Korea

Last consonant of a syllable Final consonant sound

Word puzzle 6 Read out loud.

Let's talk Korean!

Let's finish up Hangeul (the Korean Alphabet) in 10 days! 

Korean material provided by Korean Language Education Center, LEI, Seoul National University

7 final consonant sounds! 

A word is typically structured like this:      아 : V
가 : C(ㄱ)+V(ㅏ)

Another thing you have to keep in mind is that there is a final consonant
on the end of a Korean orthographic syllable.

안 : V+C(ㄴ)
목 : C(ㅁ)+V(ㅗ)+C(ㄱ) 

Now be careful!
While there are 16 different initial consonant sounds, there are only 

*Notice that the pronunciation of the marked ones changes.

1. ②나무 2. ①모자

3. ②오이 4. ②토끼

5. ①사과 6. ①가위

Photo
gallery 
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거중기~Geo-jung-gi, Korean crane₩
The Korean crane, Geo-jung-gi, was invented by a scholar, Yakyong
Jeong, in 1796. By using a combination of pulleys, the Geo-jung-gi could
efficiently lift heavy load. It was used to build Hwaseong fortress of
Suwon city. The Geo-jung-gi consists of four pulleys on the bottom and
four pulleys on the top, all connected together. The load is hung below the
bottom pulley and is connected to ropes on either side of the Geo-jung-gi.
The ropes are wrapped around a spinning wheel. As the ropes are pulled,
the spinning wheels spin and the load is lifted up.

Korean Culture and Science 

Today's Schedule

Students and Guides

07:50 Departure for the Theoretical Test

09:00-14:00 Theoretical Test

16:00-17:30 Free Activity

17:30 Departure for the Gala Night

18:00-21:00 Gala Night (Gymnasium in
Yeungnam University)

Mentors and Scientific Observers

08:30-16:30 Excursion to Gyeongju (Bulguksa
Temple, Seokgulam Grotto,
Gyeongju National Museum,
Korean Pottery Kiln)

16:30 Departure for the Gala Night

18:00-20:00 Gala Night (Chunma Gymnasium
in Yeungnam University)

Guests

08:30-16:30 Excursion to Gyeongju (Bulguksa
Temple, Seokgulam Grotto,
Gyeongju National Museum,
Korean Pottery Kiln)

16:30 Departure for the Gala Night

18:00-20:00 Gala Night (Chunma Gymnasium
in Yeungnam University)

WWhhaatt  wwaass  yyoouurr  ffaavvoorriittee  ppaarrtt
ooff  IICChhOO  22000066  ssoo  ffaarr??

“All the experiences like learning the Korean culture but taking of
the exam were enjoyable .” Team of Lithuania

“It was very special to spend my birthday learning about culture in
Korea.” Team of Portugal

“Korean culture seems to be the combination of the tradition and
the presence. Learning the proper way to sit and eat in Korean way
was very meaningful and enjoyable.” Team of Italy

“Although I couldn’t take too many rides because of the big lunch,
we enjoyed the visit to Woobang Tower Land the most.”
Team of Uruguay

“It was interesting to learn how to practice Tae-kwon-do”
Team of Poland

“Visit to Andong was our favorite because, even though it rained, it
was very romantic. Having the traditional meal and using
chopsticks were exciting because it was our first time.”
Team of Bulgaria

“Playing games during our free time and making new friends were
the best part.” Team of Australia

“We enjoyed the visit to Woobang Tower Land the most because of
many exciting attractions.” Team of Indonesia

“The evening when we got to play games like Mafia or card games
with other students was the best.” Team of Hungary
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The Japanese team consists of 4 students of
Yohei Hattori, Asako Imamura, Toshiaki
Nagata, and Naru Tanaka.

What motivated you to participate in the
IChO 2006?

Most of us are part of the Chemistry club at our
own schools. Being part of the Chemistry club
allowed us to participate in the Japan ChO and
participating in the Japan ChO allowed us to be
aware of IChO 2006 and to take part in it.

What made you interested in Chemistry?

At first, chemical reactions and elements of
Chemistry attracted us.  By learning more about
Chemistry such as organic Chemistry and
performing chemical experiments, we got more
and more interested in Chemistry

What was your knowledge of Korea?

As close as the distance, Korea is close to Japan

in cultural ways also. Ancient Korean Baekje
Kingdom introduced Buddhism to Japan.
Koreans use Hangeul, their letters, and they are
referred as the “Eastern Nation of Decorum” as
they cherish Confucianism. Koreans enjoy spicy
food such as Kimchi, Bibimbap, and Gochujang.
There are many famous Koreans like Chung
Kyung Wha, the world-wide famous violinist.

Team Report : Japan
Today

Tomorrow

℃ (          F)

Weather

Emergency

Police 112             Fire 119

● 38th IChO Office 02-564-1657
● Student Support

Room 103 (Dormitory Building H)
● Mentor and Guest Support

Mahogany Room (Gyeongju Hotel Hyundai)

IChO 2006 Organizing Committee
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Participated in the 33    IChO (Mumbai, India)
Now a BS student in electrical engineering at
Seoul National University (Seoul, Korea)
Plan to study abroad for a PhD degree

Any memorable moments from the IChO you
attended?

In the closing ceremony, a highly tense
atmosphere could be felt in the hall, because of the
calling an awardee by name from lower rank to
the top. When I heard my name, by then I could
be relaxed and it gave me a sense of achievement.

Which parts of your current life do you think 
were influenced by the event?

Even though my major now, electrical
engineering, is pretty different from Chemistry,
it is undeniable that preparing and participating
in the IChO taught me the pleasure of studying
and competing in good faith. This experience is
still helpful when I face very rough time.

Leave comments for future participants. 

Since you have prepared for this event for long
days, the results could put pressure on some of
you. However, all I can tell you is ‘Just enjoy it.’
It is great opportunity to get to be friends with
those who come from all around the world. I
hope that you have a great time in Korea with all
participants.

Mr. Hyunwoo Park

Now and Then

Chelate Effect
Derived from the Greek word “chele” meaning crab's claw,
a chelate is formed when certain organic compounds
combined with a metallic ion, much like a “claw.”
Chlorophyll and heme are common chelates.

Roberto
M. Miranda

of Argentina (July 7th)

Pauline
Rulliere
of France (July 7th)

rd
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ㅍ

ㅇ ㅏ

Answer of word puzzle 6

Hangeul

Let's talk Korean!

Let's finish up Hangeul (the Korean Alphabet) in 10 days! 

Korean material provided by Korean Language Education Center, LEI, Seoul National University

Yesterday we learned about the 7 different sound values.  
However, if there is a vowel right after a syllable with a final consonant, the final consonant is pronounced like an initial consonant.

1. bak 2. bak                    3. got                   4. got                    5. kkot                 6. gam                        7. bang 8. mul                  9. ba 10. ap
11. sajin 12. gimchi             13. mulgeon 14. jihacheol        15. hwajangsil     16. shopping center    17. undonghwa 18. gabang 19. jeonhwa     20. Hanguk

eg. 앞 [ap] 

앞이 [a-pi]
ㅍ ㅣㅇ ㅣ ㅇ ㅏ

+ →

Photo gallery

❶ "좀도와주세요."
[jom-do-wa-ju-se-yo]
Can you help me?

❷ "이거얼마예요?" 
[i-geo eol-ma-ye-yo] 
How much is this? 

❸ "입어볼수있어요?" 
[i-beo-bol-ssu-i-sseo-yo]
Can I try this on? 

❹ "저거좀보여주세요."
[jeo-geo-jom bo-yeo-ju-se-yo]
Can you show me that item?

❺ "좀깎아주세요." 
[jom-kka-kka-ju-se-yo] 
Can you give me a discount? 

Remember what we learned in the last chapter.
Now we'll practice some sentences Koreans often use.  The following expressions are often used in shopping center.

Wanted
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인삼~In-sam₩
Ginseng is a root vegetable which resembles the shape of human body.  Its name (In-sam in Korean)
contains the Chinese character for “man.” Two Korean royal dynasties, Goryeo and Joseon, have
made Korean ginseng very famous. Its scientific name is “Panax Ginseng C.A. Meyer.” Panax,
similar to English word “panacea,” comes from the combination of Greek words pan (all) and axos
(medicine). Although Korean ginseng belongs to the same botanical genus as the product grown in
Japan, China, U.S. and Russia, substantial differences in quality and efficacy mark Korean ginseng
as the best in the world.

Korean Culture and Science 

Today's Schedule
Students and Guides

08:30-12:00 Hands-on Practice of Rice Cake
Mallet and Tea Ceremony
(Oksanseowon Confucian School
in Gyeongju)

15:00-19:00 Excursion to Water Park
(Spavalley in Daegu)

Mentors and Scientific Observers

09:00 Distribution of Copies of Tests
(Gyeongju Hotel Hyundai)

09:30-16:30 Busan City Tour 
(Yonggungsa Temple,
Dongbaekseom Island and Lotte
Shopping Mall)

20:00-21:30 3rd Jury Meeting (Business Meeting)
(Room Convention C, Gyeongju
Hotel Hyundai) 

Guests

09:30-16:30 Busan City Tour
(Yonggungsa Temple,
Dongbaekseom Island and
Lotte Shopping Mall)

WWhhaatt  wwaass  yyoouurr  ffaavvoorriittee  qquueessttiioonn
ffrroomm  tthhee  tteesstt??

“Question number 11 about the enzyme was our favorite.  Overall
we think it went well.” Team of Chinese Taipei

“Problem number 10 which was related to sugar was the most
interesting one among all.” Team of Thailand

“The question about enzyme was the best. Overall the test was
difficult and easy at the same time.” Team of Canada

“The question that was about the structure and the natural
substances of sugar was pretty hard but I liked it.”
Team of Slovakia

“I liked the questions I could answer the most.  The questions
weren’t hard but they weren’t easy either.” Team of Kuwait

“There were too many questions and they were really hard. The
sugar question was more complicated than the others but also more
interesting.” Team of Estonia

“Since we like physics, the question about electrochemistry was our
favorite. The question about the liquid was also interesting.”
Team of United Kingdom

“The test was difficult but it was also interesting.  It was very
unusual but I appreciated it. The one on sugar was our favorite but
it was very difficult.” Team of France

“The test was funny in a way but we’re glad to be done with it.  And
we thought it was better than the practical test. Electrochemistry
and thermodynamics were the manageable ones rather than being
our favorite.” Team of Norway
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Participated in the 32   IChO (Copenhagen,
Denmark)
PhD Student at the Dept. of Chemistry,
University of Aarhus, Denmark

Were there any memorable moments in the
IChO you attended?

Everything from taking the tests to riding the
rollercoaster in Copenhagen’s funfair stands very
clear in my mind, and talking to the other young
people was extremely interesting. 

Which parts of your current life do you think
were influenced by the event?

There is no doubt that my interest in Chemistry
was confirmed and even enhanced by preparing
for and participating in IChO 2000.

Please feel free to leave comments for future
participants.

Enjoy the Chemistry Olympiad! It is an once-in-a
lifetime-experience, to which you will never find
anything similar. You will learn a lot about other
cultures and make new friends. Six months after
IChO, I was a backpacker in New Zealand and
Australia, where I, in total, met three of the
summer’s eight participants from these two
countries.

Ms. Nina Lock

Now and Then

th

Today

Tomorrow

℃ (          F)

Weather

Emergency

Police 112             Fire 119

● 38th IChO Office 02-564-1657
● Student Support

Room 103 (Dormitory Building H)
● Mentor and Guest Support

Mahogany Room (Gyeongju Hotel Hyundai)

IChO 2006 Organizing Committee

Suite 907, KSTC Main Bldg.
Yeoksam-dong, Seoul 135-703 KOREA.

Tel : (+82-2) 564-1657
Fax: (+82-2) 564-1681
E-mail: secretary@icho2006.or.kr

Press Room

● Staff : Cheol Ho Choi, In-Ja Lee,
Kyunghee Lee,
Wonkyung Seok (ed. in chief).

● Reporter : Meeryoung Lee,
Eunjin Nahm, Geun Seok.

● Layout : Youngshin Kim

● Print : Haedeun d&p Co., Ltd.
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The Iranian team consists of 4 students of
Farshid Abdi from Tehran, Mehdi Kohani
from Tehran, Mohammad Mohsen Mahmoodi
from Karaj, and Davood Taheri Nia from
Esfahan.

What motivated you to participate in the IChO 2006?

We wanted to participate in an International
competition with students from other countries to
compare our knowledge of Chemistry. This will
be our first trip outside of Iran and we are excited
to learn about Korea and to make friends with
others from other countries. 

What made you interested in Chemistry? 

Chemistry plays an important role in our lives as
well as in many industries. Other sciences such
as Biology or medical sciences also are very
much influenced by Chemistry. Above all, we
think that Chemistry is an enjoyable and useful
subject to study.

What was your knowledge of Korea?

We know that Korea has achieved great
advances in modern technology and electronics.
Some of the Korean companies have earned
world wide reputation and their products are very
popular in Iran. Tae-kwon-do, which is a
national sport of Korea, is also famous in Iran. 

Team Report : Iran Team Report : Czech Republic

The Czech team consists of Petr Gerhard who
likes sports especially running, Radek
Matuska who likes tea drinking, Rudolf Pisa
who also likes sports and Tomas Trnka who is
interested in Information Technology.  

What motivated you to participate in the IChO 2006?

Although measuring our understanding of
Chemistry was a motivation for us, the biggest
motivation was the experience. By experience,
we mean being among 200 or more brilliant
chemists from all over the world and visiting
Korea with almost no cost.

What made you interested in Chemistry?

We love Chemistry because of good friends. We
met each other through many Chemistry
competitions from Czech Republic and through
summer camps. Chemistry allowed us to form a
good group of friends.  

What was your knowledge of Korea?

We knew practically nothing about Korea. We
only knew that Korea is a small state that is far
from our own country and little history of it such
as the conflict between south and north Korea
during 1950s. Korean companies such as
Samsung and Hyundai are familiar.

cloudy
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Hangeul Let's finish up Hangeul (the Korean Alphabet) in 10 days! 

Korean material provided by Korean Language Education Center, LEI, Seoul National University

안안녕녕하하세세요요?  [an-nyeong-ha-se-yo]  Hello.
Today we will learn the expressions used in restaurant

●● When you enter the restaurant, you'll hear,
“어서오세요.” [eo-seo o-se-yo]  Welcome.

“주문하시겠어요?” [ju-mun-ha-si-ge-sseo-yo]  Would you like to order?

“뭘드릴까요?” [mwol deu-ril-kka-yo]  What would you like?

●● Your answer will be,
“비빔밥주세요.” [bi-bim-ppap ju-se-yo]  I want bi-bim-ppap.

“불고기주세요.” [bul-go-gi ju-se-yo]  I want bul-go-gi.

“물좀주세요.” [mul-jom ju-se-yo]  Can I have some water?

“냅킨주세요.” [napkin ju-se-yo]  Can you give me some napkins?

●● When you need more side dishes,
“여기요. 이거좀더주세요.” [yeo-gi-yo] [i-geo jom deo ju-se-yo]  Here, can I have some more?

●● When you enjoyed your meal,
“아주맛있어요.” [a-ju ma-si-sseo-yo]  It was really delicious.

ju-se-yo

napkin

bul-go-gi

bi-bim-ppap

“주세요.”

Photo gallery

mul
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첨성대~Cheom-seong-dae₩
Cheom-seong-dae was a facility for astronomical observation of ancient Shilla dynasty. It
consists of a wine bottle-shaped cylinder built on a base, with the top resembling a typical
traditional water well. In ancient times, the movement of stars and other heavenly bodies was
closely related to both farming and politics. Since Astronomy was a matter of national interest
and concern, the construction of Cheom-seong-dae was fully supported. It was probably built
during the reign of Queen Seondeok (632-647). Presently, Cheom-seong-dae is slightly tilted
towards North-East while keeping its original cylindrical shape. Cheom-seong-dae is highly
appraised as being the oldest astronomical observatory in the East.

Korean Culture and Science 

Today's Schedule
Mentors and Scientific Observers

08:00-15:00 Arbitration in Groups (Gyeongju
Hotel Hyundai)

17:00 Distribution of Final Results
(Gyeongju Hotel Hyundai)

20:00-21:00 4th Jury Meeting (Room Convention
C, Gyeongju Hotel Hyundai)

Students and Guides

08:30-17:30 Excursion to Gyeongju (Bulguksa
Temple, Seokgulam Grotto,
Gyeongju National Museum and
Korean Pottery Kiln)

Guests

08:30-16:00 Daegu City Tour (Experience
of Natural Dyeing and Visit to a
Tree Garden)

WWhhaatt  wwaass  yyoouurr  ffaavvoorriittee  aaccttiivviittyy
ffrroomm  OOkk--ssaann--sseeoo--wwoonn??

“Smashing the rice cake was very new and fun.”
Team of Venezuela

“Tea ceremony was very pure, traditional, formal and grand.  It
was great!” Team of Pakistan

“We loved the tea ceremony because it was very new and exotic
thing for us.” Team of Belarus

“I loved smashing the rice cake because I was very hungry.”
Team of Belgium

“Making Je-gi was very interesting because it was similar to one of
our own traditional activity except ours are made out of animal fur
instead of paper.”
Team of Tajikistan

“The peaceful and slow tea ceremony was a great experience.”
Team of Cuba

“We enjoyed Neol-ttui-gi the most even though it was hard to jump
at the right timing.” Team of Japan

“The tea ceremony was very relaxing.  It was attractive because we
don’t have such custom in western countries.  We enjoyed the
delicate atmosphere.” Team of Greece

“We enjoyed most of the activities such as smashing rice cakes,
making Je-gi and throwing arrows.” Team of Mongolia
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The Danish team consists of Helene Kolding,
Dennis Jul Hansen, Rasmus Sloth Hansen,
and Mathias Juul Jacobsen. They are all 19
years old. 

What motivated you to participate in the IChO 2006?

Although only one of us has past experience in
the IChO, our interest in Chemistry motivated all
of us to participate in the IChO 2006. Our
awesome mentors definitely motivated us to take
part in this event. 

What made you interested in Chemistry?

Chemistry is interesting because the more you
study the subject, the more you understand the
world. Chemistry directly relates to the world
around us and helps us understand it. This is why
we plan on pursuing Chemistry further in our
academic career.

What was your knowledge of Korea?

There is hardly any information available to us
about Korea. We only know certain facts such as
the Korean War which we studied briefly in
history class, the World Cup and the Olympics
held in Korea.

Team Report : Denmark Team Report : Cyprus

The Cyprian team consists of 4 students of
Achilleas Kriftis, Konstantinos Kadjipetrou,
Chrysovalanto Georgiou and Michalis
Rossides. 

What motivated you to participate in the IChO 2006?

The obvious motivation for us to participate in
the IChO 2006 is the love for Chemistry. We are
also participating in IChO 2006 because we
cherish the opportunity to visit Korea, the
culturally and technologically developed nation,
and to meet students from all over the world with
different historical and cultural backgrounds.

What made you interested in Chemistry? 

Among all of the natural sciences, Chemistry is
the subject that is essential and inevitable to
modern society. It is the most useful science as it
helps us decode the laws of nature.   

What was your knowledge of Korea?

Although we only know very few things about
Korea such as the Tae-geu-ki, the Korean flag
derived from Yin and Yang, and Tae-kwon-do,
the Korean martial art. The fact that our knowledge
of Korea isn’t deep will allow us to appreciate
the visit to Korea more.

rainy

Participated in the 36    IChO (Kiel, Germany)
Now a medical student at Sungkyunkwan
University (Seoul, Korea)

Were there any memorable moments in the
IChO you attended?

One of my friends wore Korean traditional 

costume, Han-Bok, in the opening ceremony
which was extraordinarily attractive enough to
draw attention from people. We played all kinds
of sports in the afternoon and sailed freely in the
North Sea. 

Which parts of your current life do you think
were influenced by the event?

I think I differ from most of my peers in the way
I view my studies. I like the fact that I can gain
further understanding when I meet with a new
field of subject with my abundant knowledge in
Chemistry and my experiment experiences.

Please feel free to leave comments for future
participants.

IChO is like a festival. It will be a great
opportunity for you guys to meet with many
friends from many countries under the name of
Chemistry. Enjoy yourselves! Come see, hear,
and feel the Korean culture. Hasn’t it been fun so
far? I hope you have fun during your remaining
days at IChO. 

Mr. Jun-soo Ham

Now and Then

th
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Hangeul Let's finish up Hangeul (the Korean Alphabet) in 10 days! 

Korean material provided by Korean Language Education Center, LEI, Seoul National University

여러분, 안녕히가세요! 
[yeo-reo-bun] [an-nyeong-hi ga-se-yo]
Bye-bye, everyone!  

Hello!
Today's the last day of “Let's finish up Korean.”

Can you read at least some of the signs on the streets?

We've learned a lot in a very short time. I bet it wasn't that easy. 

But hey! You did it!

Did you enjoy your stay in Korea? 

Last interview!
한국이좋아요.  [han-gu-gi jo-a-yo]  I love Korea.

아주재미있었어요.  [a-ju jae-mi-i-sseo-sseo-yo]  I enjoyed my visit.

다시올거예요.  [da-si ol kkeo-ye-yo]  I hope to visit again.

또만나요.  [tto man-na-yo]  See you again.

Photo gallery

I love Korea.

I enjoyed
my visit.

I hope to visit
again.

See you again.
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혼천의~Hon-cheon-ui₩
Hon-cheon-ui is an astronomical clock, made by Yi Yung Song in 1669 (in the 10th year of the
reign of King Sejong). It was built in Hong-mun-kwan and used as an instrument to tell the time
and as a teaching instrument for Astronomy. There were 2 parts to Hon-cheon-ui. By connecting
the clock part with the celestial globe inside the clock, one could tell the time as well as the
location of heavenly spheres. Hon-cheon-ui is the only surviving astronomical clock from the
Joseon Dynasty. It combined the traditional features of watermill-clock of that dynasty with
fundamentals of an alarm clock from the West. As a result, Hon-cheon-ui is highly appraised as a
historically important and an original clock. 

Korean Culture and Science 

Today's Schedule
Students and Guides

08:00-10:50 Visit to POSCO (Pohang)

14:00 Departure for the Closing Ceremony

14:30-17:30 Closing Ceremony (Gyeongsan
Citizen’s Hall)

17:40 Departure for the Farewell Reception

19:00-21:00 Farewell Reception (Gyeongju
Hyundai Hotel)

Mentors and Scientific Observers

13:00 Departure for the Closing Ceremony

14:30-17:30 Closing Ceremony (Gyeongsan
Citizen’s Hall)

17:40 Departure for the Farewell Reception

19:00-20:00 Farewell Reception (Gyeongju Hotel
Hyundai)

Guests

13:00 Departure for the Closing Ceremony

14:30-17:30 Closing Ceremony (Gyeongsan
Citizen’s Hall)

17:40 Departure for the Farewell Reception

19:00-21:00 Farewell Reception (Gyeongju
Hotel Hyundai)

WWhhaatt  wwiillll  bbee  tthhee  ffiirrsstt  tthhiinngg  yyoouu
wwoouulldd  ddoo  wwhheenn  yyoouu  ggeett  bbaacckk  hhoommee??

“I would like to walk over to the delegation of Korean students who
are at our school for experimental practices.” Team of Russia

“Since I live abroad, I would like to go home and spend time with
my family. I especially miss my mom’s cooking.”
Team of Turkmenistan

“It’s going to be a very long flight back home. I can’t wait to sleep
in my own bed.” Team of Iceland

“ Although Korean food was good, it was too spicy for us. We miss
our food.” Team of Brazil

“We miss family, friends and free time with internet.”
Team of Austria

... love. / Love is Chemistry.

... lifelong love story. 

... a beautiful world.

... forever.

... a mystery.

... ! (was and will be)

... Chem is try.

... everything.

CChheemmiissttrryy  iiss  ......
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Participated in the 35    IChO (Athens, Greece)
Now a junior student in Athens, Greece

Were there any memorable moments in the
IChO you attended?

These moments include many hours of having
fun and playing with almost all the participants.
We knew each other so well that I can say that
we had become a family.  

Which parts of your current life do you think
were influenced by the event?

My participation in the IChO was one of the
most important things in my life. I don't think
that it changed my life in a dramatic way, but it
surely helped me to make many friends and
develop my view on my relationships to school
and the others.

Please feel free to leave comments for future
participants.

The days of the IChO were some of the most
memorable days in my life and I wish I could go
back to live those days again. So I have to tell
every participant to really enjoy it and know each
other. I am really sure that it will be something
that they will never forget.

Mr. Liakakos Nikos

Now and Then

th
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The Slovenian team consists of Matej Hu,
Gregor Hostnik, Jan Kogoj, and Jan Bitenc.
Two of them have participated in the previous
IChO. 

What motivated you to participate in the
IChO 2006?

Participating in the IChO 2006 was based on the
experience gained at the last IChO. It was well
organized and provided us with great lessons
academically and otherwise also. We are excited
to meet new people and to visit new places.

What made you interested in Chemistry? 

Probably because it is definitely more interesting
than History. Our teachers at school directed us
in the right direction and opened our eyes in
Chemistry. Our interests in Chemistry exist
partially because we are good at it.

What was your knowledge of Korea?

Korea is famous for their highly developed
technology. Korean cars made by Hyundai and
Kia are very popular in Slovenia. We know that
Korea held the Olympics and the World Cup
and that Tae-kwon-do is originated from Korea. 

Team Report : Slovenia

Duality
Like the two opposite sides of a single coin

and yin and yang of a full circle,

light, a single entity, exhibits both

wave-like and particle-like properties.

Unhong Park
of Korea (July 10th)

Tran Nam Trung
of Vietnam (July 10th)
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Gold Medals

Hwan BAE (Korea Republic)

Hande BOYACI (Turkey)

Lichao CAI (China)

Yuxin CHUAH (Singapore)

Dang Tien DUC (Vietnam)

Petr GERHARD (Czech Republic)

Piotr Aleksander GUNKA (Poland)

Taehee HONG (Korea Republic)

Asako IMAMURA (Japan)

Jedrzej KANIEWSKI (Poland)

Cheng-Yi KAO (Chinese Taipei)

Helene KOLDING (Denmark)

Tu ngoc ly LAN (Vietnam)

Ying-Hsuan LIN (Chinese Taipei)

Yibin LIU (China)

Peter Guang Yi LU (Canada)

Daniil MALTSEV (Russian Federation)

Mammad MIRZAYEV (Azerbaijan)

Maxim MOGILNYY (Russian Federation)

Junhong PARK (Korea Republic)

Prathmesh PRABHU (India)

Leonid ROMASHOV (Russian Federation)

Maksym SHEVCHENKO (Ukraine)

Veerasak SRISUKNIMIT (Thailand)

Martin THOMAS (Germany)

Tsung-Che WU (Chinese Taipei)

Qinda YE (China)

Yi ZENG (China)

POSCO AWARD
Hwan BAE (Korea Republic)

SAMSUNG AWARD
(Excellence in Practical Test)
Cheng-Yi KAO (Chinese Taipei)

LG AWARD
(Excellence in Theoretical Test)
Lichao CAI (China)

SK AWARD
(Award for Best Female Student)
Hande BOYACI (Turkey)
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Bronze Medals

Silver Medals
Farshid ABDI (Iran)
Abdulla AHMADOV (Azerbaijan)
Joshua BAKER (New Zealand)
Michael Robert BLAISSE (United States)
David BOUSQUET (France)
Gregory Drew BROCKMAN (United States)
Thawatchai CHAIJARASPHONG (Thailand)
Ying Yeung CHAN (Australia)
Razvan Costin CIOC (Romania)
Ivica CVRTILA (Croatia)
Boris FACKOVEC (Slovakia)
Dzmitry FIRAHA (Belarus)
Michael FRAZIS (Australia)
Andrew Michael FREDDO (United States)
Malte M. GERSCH (Germany)
Mykola GLUSHCHENKO (Ukraine)
Rahul GOYAL (India)
Dennis jul HANSEN (Denmark)
Rasmus sloth HANSEN (Denmark)

Yohei HATTORI (Japan)
Kuan-lun UANG (New Zealand)
Chung-Yang HUANG (Chinese Taipei)
Kent HUYNH (Canada)
Jirarat JIRARAYAPONG (Thailand)
Harriet Anne KEANE (United Kingdom)
Khabib KHUMAINI (Indonesia)
Andres LAAN (Estonia)
Zhen LIANG (Singapore)
Mantas LIUTKUS (Lithuania)
Mykhaylo LOMAKA (Ukraine)
Hanna LUHAVAYA (Belarus)
Mary-Ellen LYNALL (Ireland)
Michal MAJEK (Slovakia)
Aliaksandr MALIAUKA (Belarus)
Timur MANSUROV (Russian Federation)
Nguyen Hoang MINH (Vietnam)
Toshiaki NAGATA (Japan)
Seungwan NAM (Korea Republic)

Gyula PALFY (Hungary)
Dar o Esteban PALOMEQUE (Argentina)
James Chanki PARK (New Zealand)
Alexander PUCHHAMMER (Austria)
Orkhan RZAYEV (Azerbaijan)
Yi yang SEE (Singapore)
Peter STACKO (Slovakia)
Philipp STEININGER (Germany)
Davood TAHERI NIA (Iran)
Naru TANAKA (Japan)
Damien THOMINE (France)
Michal Jozef TOMZA (Poland)
Tomas TRNKA (Czech Republic)
Tran Nam TRUNG (Vietnam)
Casper VAN DER WEL (Netherlands)
Marton VASS (Hungary)
Omkar Pradeep WAGH (India)
Charlie Tianyi WANG (Canada)

Stefan ANDREI (Romania)
Erik ANDRIS (Slovakia)
Lucas  Pessoa Mineiro APOLONIO (Brazil)
Mihails ARHANGELSKIS (Latvia)
Nicolas BEYTOUT (France)
Jan BITENC (Slovenia)
Umed BOLTAEV (Tajikistan)
Krzysztof Wladys law BUDNY-GODLEWSKI
(Poland)
Alexander BUNIN (Israel)
Daiana Andrea CAPDEVILA (Argentina)
Chris Philip CHEEL (United Kingdom)
Yau CHING KOON (Malaysia)
Ernesto CIABATTI (Italy)
Juan Jose DEL CAMPO LOPEZ (Cuba)
Mathias ELGLAND (Sweden)
Michael FAHEY (Australia)
Geert FOLKERTSMA (Netherlands)
Mikhail GANZHINOV (Finland)
Konstantinos HADJIPETROU (Cyprus)
Marcel HAFT (Germany)
Ahmet Selim HAN (Turkey)
ilhan HEKiMSOY (Turkey)
Gregor HOSTNIK (Slovenia)
Matej HUS (Slovenia)
Andrei IZOTAU (Belarus)
Mathias juul JACOBSEN (Denmark)
Marius JURGELENAS (Lithuania)
Kamalov KAINAR (Kyrgyzstan)

Aminatulmunirah KASIM (Malaysia)
Sebastian KELLER (Switzerland)
Jan KOGOJ (Slovenia)
Pang wei KOH (Singapore)
Mehdi KOHANI (Iran)
Achilleas KRIFTIS (Cyprus)
Zdravka   KUCIJAN (Croatia)
Adhi KURNIANTO (Indonesia)
Simon LEGNER (Austria)
Karolis LEONAVICIUS (Lithuania)
Lucas Meneses LIRA (Brazil)
Mohammad mohsen MAHMOODI (Iran)
Frederick R w m MANNERS (United Kingdom)
Radek MATUSKA (Czech Republic)
Ivan MELNYCHUK (Ukraine)
Jani MIKKOLA (Finland)
Serdarali MURADALIYEW (Turkmenistan)
Peter NAGY (Hungary)
Gatis NARVAISS (Latvia)
Constanze NEUMANN (Austria)
V ctor Santiago Jesus OESTREICHER
(Argentina)
Almas Yerkinovich ORDABAYEV
(Kazakhstan)
Mar a OSKARSDOTTIR (Iceland)
Maria Alexandra PATRAS (Romania)
Dmitry PICHUGIN (Canada)
Rudolf PISA (Czech Republic)
Pattarawadee PRAYUENYONG (Thailand)

Goh QING CI (Malaysia)
Kartik RAMESH (Australia)
Hamdanil RASYID (Indonesia)
Jonas RIVETTI (Austria)
Abylay Maranuly SAMATOV (Kazakhstan)
Lorinc SARKANY (Hungary)
Yunus Emre SENTURK (Turkey)
Murat Zhaksylykovich SHAGIROV
(Kazakhstan)
Rahul SHARMA (India)
Joe STAINES (United Kingdom)
Richard Vaughan STEBBING (New Zealand)
Maj STENMARK (Sweden)
Benjam n Ragnar SVEINBJURNSSON (Iceland)
Irina TARASSOVA (Estonia)
Rafael de Cesaris Araujo TAVARES (Brazil)
Eliko TOLDSEPP (Estonia)
Filip TOPIC (Croatia)
Ioan Teodor TROTUS (Romania)
Kuat Mukambetkazievich USSEINGAZIN
(Kazakhstan)
Matea VLATKOVIC (Croatia)
Farrukh VOHIDOV (Tajikistan)
Aurimas VYSNIAUSKAS (Lithuania)
Jan Willem  WENNEMARS (Netherlands)
WILLIAM (Indonesia)
Khursand YOROV (Tajikistan)
Alexander Benjamin ZOZULA (United States)
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Honorary Mention

Following

Eduardo CASANOVA-CUESTA (Spain)
Ivan FERNANDEZ-COLUNGA (Spain)
Batir GARLIYEW (Turkmenistan)

Juan MARGALEF-BENTABOL (Spain)
Nijat MUSAYEV (Azerbaijan)
Paula Maria RANTANEN (Finland)

Joachim STARK (Sweden)
Kristian Wollen STEEN (Norway)
Davit YEPISKOPOSYAN (Armenia)

Mohamed Hassan ABOU EL-KHEIR (Egypt)
Yves ESCHI (Switzerland)
Naser Turki AL-ENEZI (Kuwait)
Abdullah Mubarak ALOTAIBI (Saudi Arabia)
Sultan Awad ALQARNI (Saudi Arabia)
Ali Hasan AL-SHAMMARI (Kuwait)
Saparmyrat ANNAMEDOW (Turkmenistan)
Iakovos ARMENIS (Greece)
Mirza Wasif BAIG (Pakistan)
Li Paula BALKESTAHL (Portugal)
Samvel BARDAKHCHYAN (Armenia)
Andrea BASAGNI (Italy)
Hokon BECKSTROM (Norway)
Kai MULLER BECKWITH (Norway)
Carmine CATANIA (Italy)
Cecile CHATELAIN (Belgium)
Sotirios CHRISTODOULOU (Greece)
Frederic COTTIER (Switzerland)
Fajer Esmail DASHTI (Kuwait)
Battugs DAVAASAMBUU (Mongolia)
Andranik DAVINYAN (Armenia)
Baatartsol DAYANJAV (Mongolia)
Jonas DERE (Belgium)
Dan DEVIRI (Israel)
Mahmoud Ibrahim EL-DESOUKY (Egypt)
Areti ELEFTHEROCHORINOU (Greece)
Anas Ahmed Seif EL-ISLAM FAYED (Egypt)
Mohamed Abd el-ghany EL-MASSRY (Egypt)

Kristaps ERMANIS (Latvia)
Cristiana FANCIULLO (Italy)
Alberto FERNANDEZ-ALARCON (Mexico)
Sofia Helena FERREIRA (Portugal)
Martina FEYZRAKHMANOVA (Ireland)
Gu run Andrea FRIDGEIRSDOTTIR (Iceland)
Enkhmaa GANTULGA (Mongolia)
Zhivko Atanasov GEORGIEV (Bugaria)
Chrysovalanto GEORGIOU (Cyprus)
Matti HELLSTROM (Sweden)
Enkhbayar ISHDORJ (Mongolia)
Ivan Krasimirov IVANOV (Bugaria)
Asseel Mubarak KHALAF (Kuwait)
Raja Jawad KIANI (Pakistan)
Rianne LOUS (Netherlands)
Paulo Alcino Machado MACEDO(Portugal)
Lucia MEIER (Switzerland)
Felix Enrique MENDOZA SUAREZ (Venezuela)
Roberto Mat as MIRANDA (Argentina)
Williams Ernesto MIRANDA DELGADO (Cuba)
Atabekov MIRLAN (Kyrgyzstan)
Nurmuhammet MURADOW (Turkmenistan)
Ingrid Haoy NYGARD (Norway)
Edgar jacob OROZCO-ARAMBULA (Mexico)
Andri Vilberg ORRASON (Iceland)
Umair Ahmed PEERZADA (Pakistan)
Brendan QUIGLEY (Ireland)
Andres Lopez RADCENCO (Uruguay)

Taneli RAJALA (Finland)
Jose antonio RIVERA-MAYORGA (Mexico)
Michalis ROSSIDES (Cyprus)
Pauline RULLIERE (France)
Jeentaev SABIR (Kyrgyzstan)
Sulaimonzoda SAIDULLO (Tajikistan)
Juan SANCHEZ-CABALLERO (Spain)
Raul Goncalves SARAIVA (Portugal)
Thomas SCAFFIDI (Belgium)
Itamar SHAMAI (Israel)
Pinhas SHEKHTER (Israel)
Elo SONAJALG (Spain)
Ahmad Mohammadomar TASHKANDI
(Saudi Arabia)
Thais Macedo Bezerra TERCEIRO JORGE
(Brazil)
Jevgenijs TJUTRINS (Latvia)
Jorge Luis VALDERRAMA-CELESTINO
(Mexico)
Dimitrios VITSIOS (Greece)
Thomas VRANKEN (Belgium)
Joseph Marius WALSH (Ireland)
Eduardo YI ROJAS (Venezuela)
Benjamin lim Tze YING (Malaysia)
Tsvetan Krasimirov ZAHARIEV (Bugaria)
Ivanka Rosenova ZHIVKOVA(Bugaria)
Ahmed ZIA (Pakistan)
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See you at Moscow in 2007!

There is no doubt that this week we all have been participating
in an excellent event. The 38th IChO is perfectly organized
and, to my mind, is one the best Chemistry Olympiads ever.
We experience very warm and sincere atmosphere and are
really impressed by Korean history and culture. I think that
everybody must say many thanks to the organizers.
Next year the 39th IChO will be held in Moscow. We will do
our best to keep and hopefully raise high standards of the
recent IChOs. We will prepare an interesting and challenging
scientific competition, as well as an intense cultural program.
You will learn much about our country, both its history and
nowadays, and also feel the famous Russian hospitality.
Many IChO events will take place at Moscow State University
which for centuries has been symbolizing Russian education
and science. As the Dean of MSU Chemistry Department and
the President of IChO-2007, I have a great honor to invite you
to Russia.
I very much look forward to seeing all of you in Moscow next
July.
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Yeoksam-dong, Seoul 135-703

KOREA
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● The Korean Chemical Society
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Today Tomorrow

Weather

Emergency

Police 112            Fire 119

● 38th IChO Office 02-564-1657
● Student Support

Room 103 (Dormitory Building H)
● Mentor and Guest Support

Mahogany Room (Gyeongju Hyundai Hotel)

Supporting Organizations

● Ministry of Science and Technology
● Ministry of Education & Human Resources

Development
● Korea Chemical Industry Council
● Korean Union of Chemical Science and

Technology Societies
● Gyeongsanbuk-do
● Gyeongsan City
● Yeungnam University

26/22℃ (79/71 F) 28/23℃ (82/73 F)

The Organizing Committee says ““Bye””to all
students, mentors and guests of the 38th IChO. We
hope IChO 2006 held in Korea will be a pleasant
memory for each and every one of you. We wish
you a safe trip home!

As a reporter, I had great opportunity to learn about various
countries and their cultures. Overall, it was a great learning
experience. - Ellen Eunjin Nahm

I truly feel obliged to have been part of the IChO 2006.
Getting to know the students, guides and staffs was an
experience of a life time - Geun Seok

As a student also pursuing Chemistry, it was delightful to see
those students who are the future of Chemistry. I hope the
Catalyzer have made your IChO even more enjoyable.
- Jenny Meeryoung Lee

Rainy
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